
Music focus in Cornerstones: 

Music is covered in all of the Cornerstones projects but some of the projects have a really strong focus on musical learning.  
Look out for the following projects which have Music as their primary subject. 

 

“Beat, Band, Boogie”      “Rio de Vida”      “Playlist”    “Hola Mexico” 

Finding out more… 

Some good websites for developing music skills include: 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/websites/4_11/site/music.shtml 

http://kidsmusiccorner.co.uk/ 

PERFORMING 

Y1 
 Use their voice to speak/sing/chant  

 Join in with singing  

 Use instruments to perform  

 Look at their audience when they are performing 

 Clap short rhythmic patterns 

 Copy sounds  
Y2 

 Sing and follow the melody (tune)  

 Sing accurately at a given pitch  

 Perform simple patterns and accompaniments keeping a steady pulse 

 Perform with others 

 Play simple rhythmic patterns on an instrument  

 Sing/clap a pulse increasing or decreasing in tempo  
Y3 

 Sing in tune with expression  

 Control their voice when singing  

 Play clear notes on instruments  
Y4 

 Perform a simple part rhythmically  

 Sing songs from memory with accurate pitch  

 Improvise using repeated patterns  
Y5 

 Breathe in the correct place when singing  

 Sing and use their understanding of meaning to add expression 

 Maintain their part whilst others are performing their part  

 Perform ‘by ear’ and from simple notations  

 Improvise within a group using melodic and rhythmic phrases  

 Recognise and use basic structural forms e.g. rounds, variations, rondo form  

Y6 
 Sing a harmony part confidently and accurately  

 Perform parts from memory  

 Perform using notations  

 Take the lead in a performance  

 Take on a solo part  

 Provide rhythmic support  

Music 
Our Vision:   Listen, Perform, Create—to engage and inspire a love of  
music, that develops talent as a musician and an appreciation and under-
standing of music across time and the world 

The National Curriculum Purpose of Study for Music: 

 

“Music is an universal language that embodies one of the highest forms of creativity. A high quality music educa-
tion should engage and inspire pupils to develop a love of music and their talents as musicians, and so increase 
their self-confidence, creativity and sense of achievement.  As pupils progress, they should develop a critical en-
gagement with music, allowing them to compose, and to listen with discrimination to the best in the musical can-
on. 

Music at Kemsley: 

 

Our learning in Music where possible is linked to our “Cornerstones” curriculum themes. We are working to devel-
op a scheme of work that supports, builds on and enhances these activities, alongside a range of visits from exter-
nal teachers and musicians. 

We are working to foster a love and appreciation of different music by exposing the pupils to a range of styles in 
music. We aim to enhance the pupils curriculum experiences by offering opportunities for them to participate in 
a variety of activities and events that will engage and inspire them musically.  

What we are good at: 

*   Providing a variety of musical experiences from outside visitors 

*   Our staff and pupils love music and singing! 

*   Learning about different types of music from different places 

Things we are working on: 

*   Developing the resources we have to use in our music lessons 

*    Developing our understanding of the theory of music 

*  Creating even more opportunities for us to take part in different musical experiences 

http://www.clipartpanda.com/clipart_images/file-music-notes-clipart-gif-37873115
http://www.clipartpanda.com/clipart_images/music-color-white-background-35798642


Key skills in Music 
We teach a wide curriculum in Music through our termly projects.  As a result, we cover the Early Years and National Curricu-
lum requirements and go further to extend children’s knowledge and understanding.  Underpinning our curriculum delivery 
throughout years 1-6 are key skills that we ensure are taught, embedded and applied in each year group.  Our aim is that 
every child has a firm understanding of these key skills within their year group expectations as a minimum. 

In the Early Years Music is looked at through Expressive Arts & design—Exploring and using Media & Materials and Being Im-
aginative 

In Music in KS1 and KS2 we look at developing understanding in 3 key overall areas: Appraising, composing and performing 

Key skill expectations for each year group are shown below.   

APPRAISING 

Y1 
 Respond to different moods in music 
 Say how a piece of music makes them feel 
 Say whether they like or dislike a piece of music 
 Choose sounds to represent different things 
 Recognise repeated patterns 
 Follow instructions about when to play or sing 

Y2 
 Improve their own work 
 Listen out for particular things when listening to music 

 

Y3 
 Improve their work; explaining how it has improved 
 Use musical words (the elements of music) to describe a piece of music and compositions 
 Use musical words to describe what they like and dislike  
 Recognise the work of at least one famous composer  

Y4 
 Explain the place of silence and say what effect it has 
 Start to identify the character of a piece of music 
 Describe and identify the different purposes of music   
 Begin to identify with the style of work of Beethoven, Mozart and Elgar  

Y5 
 Describe, compare and evaluate music using musical vocabulary  
 Explain why they think their music is successful or unsuccessful  
 Suggest improvements to their own or others’ work 
 Choose the most appropriate tempo for a piece of music 
 Contrast the work of famous composers and show preferences  

Y6 
 Refine and improve their work  
 Evaluate how the venue, occasion and purpose affects the way a piece of music is created 
 Analyse features within different pieces of music 
 Compare and contrast the impact that different composers from different times will have had on the people of 

the time  

Music in the Early Years 

Music is evident throughout all aspects of the routine and environment in the Early Years. Singing and listening to music is a 
regular part of our day. We use music to signify the beginning and end of parts of our daily routine, and songs to remind us 
about key skills such as hygiene. We use instruments to develop our listening skills and to compose our own music and we 
love to perform to our friends on the stage. We also use music to express ourselves through art and creating stories. 

COMPOSING  

Y1  Make different sounds with their voice 

 Make different sounds with instruments 

 Identify changes in sounds 

 Change the sound 

 Repeat (short rhythmic and melodic) patterns  

 Make a sequence of sounds 

 Show sounds by using pictures  

 

Y2  Order sounds to create a beginning, middle and end 

 Create music in response to different starting points  

 Choose sounds which create an effect  

 Use symbols to represent sounds  

 Make connections between notations and musical sounds  

 

Y3  Use different elements in their composition 

 Create repeated patterns with different instruments  

 Compose melodies and songs  

 Create accompaniments for tunes 

 Combine different sounds to create a specific mood or feeling  

 

Y4  Use notations to record and interpret sequences of pitches  

 Use standard notation  

 Use notations to record compositions in a small group or on their own  

 Use their notation in a performance  

 

Y5  Change sounds or organise them differently to change the effect 

 Compose music which meets specific criteria  

 Use their notations to record groups of pitches (chords)  

 Use a music diary to record aspects of the composition process  

 Choose the most appropriate tempo for a piece of music  

Y6  Use a variety of different musical devices in their composition (incl melody, rhythms and chords)  

 Recognise that different forms of notation serve different purposes  

 Use different forms of notation  

 Combine groups of beats  
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